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Promote a strong and positive image of children

as citizens and active participants in democratic

communities through the promotion of the

critical role of research, observation,

documentation and interpretation of children’s

processes of action and thought.

Advocate for social justice and democracy in

education, giving priority to active constructive

and creative learning by children.

Sustain the strong relationship between REAIE

and Reggio Children, as an invited representative

of the Reggio Children International Network,

through the promotion of dialogue, professional

learning and research about the educational

project of Reggio Emilia.

honour children

act with respect and integrity

be democratic and ethical; and

support learning, teaching and research.

When making decisions and advocating for the work

of the organisation, Reggio Emilia Australia

Information Exchange staff and Committee pledge

to uphold the following values: 

We believe that these values reflect the vision and

mission of the organisation and will support our

decision-making processes.

Welcome

Our Mission, on behalf
of our Members, is to: 

 
Welcome to the 2021 annual report of Reggio Emilia

Australia Information Exchange (REAIE). REAIE staff

and Committee, like so many of our Members,

entered 2021 with hope, enthusiasm and great

optimism. Little did any of us know what we were to

face in 2021. It was without doubt this same hope,

enthusiasm and optimism that supported REAIE to

respond to the global pandemic. By reaffirming our

commitment to the REAIE Vision, Mission and Values

we were able to collaborate with our Members and

partners and develop something very special. The

work of REAIE is undertaken as a collaborative …a

collection of like-minded colleagues and staff who

share a passion for supporting the professional

growth of all involved in working with and for

children as we make reference to the educational

project of Reggio Emilia. 

This report is designed to give you, our Members, an

insight and overview into the work that the

organisation has undertaken on your behalf.

Reimagining children's education for a just society,  and

this remains at the heart of all work undertaken by

REAIE.

Background

REAIE Purpose is:
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REAIE is a not for profit membership organisation

established in 1994. The organisation was originally

established to provide an opportunity for dialogue

within Australian contexts about the educational

project of Reggio Emilia. The dialogue responded to

the provocations from the educators in Reggio

Emilia, Italy. REAIE became an incorporated body in

June 2000.

REAIE achieves its aims and objectives through

collaboration with Members, partners and

volunteers who all work together to develop and

help shape an integrated learning community.

At the heart of the organisation there remains a

commitment to defend and promote the rights of all

children, promote dialogue, facilitate professional

learning and to support educators to interpret the

principles of the educational project of Reggio Emilia

in an Australian context. 



I have been actively involved with REAIE for well over a decade, originally as a
member of the Melbourne Network Group and then as a member of the REAIE
Committee, which I have been serving on for over eight years. 

During the last 12 months I have been the organisation’s Vice-Chairperson and
have enjoyed stepping back into this team and working with both new and
longstanding members of the Executive. As part of this group, I have worked
on strategic planning, organisational purpose, and on a wide variety of
broader governance matters. 

I have also been a member of the Marketing and Communications Project
Group and have enjoyed collaborating on a variety of tasks, including
exploring the digitisation of the Challenge and other publications, a review of
current memberships, and our social media strategy.
 
I am grateful to be part of such a wonderful organisation and I look forward to
the year ahead and all that I can contribute to the 2022 REAIE Committee.

Introducing the 2021 
volunteer REAIE Committee

and their contribution to REAIE and Members
Kerrie O'Neill - Chairperson

Cara Mearns - Vice-Chair
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I am  a founding member of Reggio Emilia Australia Information Exchange
(REAIE), and have been a Committee Member for 22 years. In 2021, I had the
privilege of serving as the Chairperson of the organisation. In conjunction with
the Executive, we prioritised the organisation's governance as critically
important and I was also one of a small group who worked on and refined the
data collected by the REAIE committee, realised in the Purpose Statement;
Reimagining children's education for a just society.  

It is hoped that this powerful statement is the North Star that enables REAIE to
reflect on its structure, differentiation and financial viability. It will ultimately
assist the organisation in understanding the needs of its members and clients.
It is also hoped that a strong purpose and continued focus on governance
connects REAIE with other like-minded organisations in Australia and beyond,
with a symbiotic purpose. Good governance and strategic partnerships will
support REAIE to grow and flourish.



Leanne Mits - Secretary
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2021 was my 21st year as a REAIE Committee member and 12th year as
Secretary. This role keeps me ‘on my toes’ with the responsibility of managing
Committee correspondence, preparing Executive, Business and Development
Project Group and Committee meeting agendas and minutes, liaising and
working closely with the Office Manager regarding Committee work, and
attending to responsibilities with other Executive members such as staffing,
policy implementation and more. 

In 2021 I also worked with Kerrie O’Neill and Fiona Zinn to actively support
REAIE’s Networks Convenors and wherever possible I supported REAIE’s
provision of online professional learning, such as webinars.  It is an honour to
voluntarily serve and progress the work of REAIE and in doing so, to fulfil the
principles of the educational project of Reggio Emilia,  particularly
Participation; Listening; Learning as a process of individual and group
construction; Organisation and Professional Development.

Heather Conroy
The year 2021 invited us all to respond to ongoing challenges brought about
by the pandemic, with creative thinking and courage. 
 
I was privileged in 2021 to work alongside Kirsty Liljegren towards REAIE’s
initial Research Symposium. Claudia Giudici, President of Reggio Children,
prompted reflection on the significance of research. Several presentations of
Australian content followed and we were delighted to welcome Claudia back to
skilfully respond to participant questions and to join our 21st Anniversary
celebrations. 

Rachel Bailey and Kirsty Liljegren provided a just right mix of expertise and
good will and I am enormously thankful for their collaboration, support,
wisdom and good humour. A huge thank you to all participants and our
wonderful tech team.

It was both an honour and a privilege to represent REAIE as International
Liaison Representative. A benefit of more frequent (online) meetings was
enhanced collaboration between Reggio Children, REAIE, NZ and Singapore
Network groups.

Sheryle Yorston and I convened two successful online Network meetings.
Robust dialogue shaped thinking about enhanced dialogue across existing
networks and the potential of shared research projects across various State
Networks. 

I have also been privileged, to work alongside a dedicated group exploring
image of child with a specific lens on inclusion and children with special rights. 
Participation as an REAIE committee member is a great responsibility,
requiring a genuine commitment to participate. As a volunteer committee, we
undertake a surprising amount of work and rely on the strength of the
collective to achieve our goals. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
colleagues for their contribution to this work and look forward to another
successful year in 2022. 



Ruth Wallbridge

In 2021 I started the year serving as the Chairperson of REAIE until the election
of office bearers at the April Committee meeting. During this time, I chaired
Committee meetings and the Business and Development Project Group which
worked to set the direction of the organisation in close consultation with
Business Manager, Rachel Bailey.
 
Following the election of a new chairperson I moved my energies to the
Professional Learning Project Group and joined the 2022 Research Symposium
and the 2023 Biennial Conference Task Groups.

I am honoured and feel the responsibility of being elected to represent the
membership which I take very seriously. I always endeavor to be respectful
and considerate of the wide cross section of the educational landscape that is
the membership which I represent as an elected member of the REAIE
Committee.
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In 2021 it was my honour to serve as the REAIE Convenor of Professional
Learning; during what was a year of exceptional challenge and growth for
REAIE. I have been fortunate to undertake this role since 2016. In 2021, we
built upon the fresh 'new learnings' of 2020 and with new skills and knowledge,
we launched ourselves wholeheartedly at the online professional learning
space. Alongside a team of incredible colleagues on the Professional Learning
Project Group, I had the pleasure of designing a robust professional learning
calendar, forging ahead into new online learning territory and supporting both
new and experienced presenters from around the country. Together we
developed a collection of online webinars which shone a light on inspiring
Australian practice. We also reached out across the seas to work with
colleagues in New Zealand, producing a series of two new webinars for our
sister organisation REANZ, and we were delighted when colleagues, Matt
Karlsen and Susan McKay, from the Center for Playful Inquiry (USA) also
contributed a sensational webinar to our suite of online resources. 

Collaborating with educators from far and wide to produce this set of new
Professional Learning resources for REAIE members is an honour that brings
such special opportunities, not only to further our understandings of the
impact and interpretations of the Reggio Emilia Approach®  in Australia, but
also to strengthen relationships as we work together to uphold REAIE's vision
and mission. I feel humbled to work alongside our team of generous and
capable committee members who give tirelessly as volunteers, and I look
forward with hope for the future of REAIE and the continued connections with
you, our members.

Fiona Zinn
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2021 has provided many challenges, but also many positives as the Committee
worked together to provide for our members within the constraints that COVID-
19 again gave to us. I have had the honour of being a REAIE Committee Member
for over ten years and during 2021, I continued with the role of Convenor of the
Marketing and Communications Project Group. This group has the overall
objective of improving marketing and communications for REAIE. I oversaw
many  projects undertaken by the group in consultation with members of the
group and the office staff.  Over the past twelve months I was also responsible
for social media posts for six months, was a member of the Business and
Development group, and assisted in creating publications for REAIE, liaising with
graphic designers and printers. 

In 2021, I continued in the role of Convenor of the Challenge. At the end of 2021,
I made the difficult decision to step down from this role, though I will stay on
the Editorial Board in a support role.  The Challenge has given me the
opportunity to work with some amazing, dedicated educators.  It has
‘challenged’ my thinking and provided me with a personal professional learning
journey as I worked with writers for each edition.

Debbie Nicholas

2021 saw the REAIE Committee working extremely hard to connect with
educators around the country through the challenging times of COVID. One of
our initiatives through the Professional Learning Group, which I am a member,
was to deliver strong, purposeful webinars that would give educators a chance
to engage at multiple levels. I was strongly involved in the Welcome Series and
delivered a webinar entitled Welcoming Reconciliation within an ELC Context,
as well as supporting other webinars.

A primary role of the Committee was to maintain strong connections with our
local Networks and I worked closely with the Adelaide Network to establish a
series of meetings across the year that were connected to one of our online
webinars on 'Light'. 

The Committee is always busy planning for the next events and behind the
scenes the Research Symposium Task Group is working hard. It is wonderful to
be part of these rich collaborations.

Kate Mount



After 2 years as an elected REAIE Committee on the, my involvement has been
attending  many monthly meetings required to progress the work of the
Committee and staff, and support Members,  in providing the Reggio Emilia
connection to the Australian community.  A belief in the rights and agency of
the child, to be seen as capable and competent, and to have equitable access
to quality education, is a driving passion for my involvement.

My involvement has included taking part in meetings, both large and small, in
support for both the Professional Learning Project Group, and the Research
Symposium team.  Work has been done in updating the Glossary of Terms, in
the reviewing of current Modules for Professional Learning, in reviewing the
development of a Reconciliation Action Plan, and working on updating the
Purpose Statement for our organisation.

All in all, it has been a privilege to be on the Committee and supporting the
work of REAIE in our Australian context.  

Anna Munari
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Kirsty Liljegren
2021 was primarily dedicated to the Professional Learning Project Group as
Co-convenor for the Research Symposium for 2021 and 2022 with the
fabulous Heather Conroy. 

With the Professional Learning Project Group, I worked collaboratively to
continue to think differently to create ongoing Professional Learning
opportunities in an uncertain landscape. I designed several webinars and
presented and mentored presenters as part of the process. 

It was a delight to collaborate with Fiona Zinn to design a series of two
webinars for Reggio Emilia Aotearoa New Zealand (REANZ), titled, 'The
courage to listen differently; hearing and seeing children and the role of the
educator in new ways'. Fiona and I also worked together to coordinate a
resource for the networks based on Australian Educators' perspectives on the
principles of the educational project of Reggio Emilia. It was a fantastic
opportunity to be involved in some enriching conversations as part of this
process, and hoping this resource stimulates some fabulous dialogues in the
network.

The capacity-building program task group continued, working closely with
Fiona, Kerrie, and Kate to continue our commitment to broadening our
presenter pool. Designing a professional learning opportunity for these
presenters led to a broader five-day course, Contexts for Coherent Pedagogy,
designed and delivered with Kerrie O'Neill. 

 I couldn't be prouder to have co-convened the Research Symposium, to be
part of an event that has always been a vision of our founder, Jan Millikan. It
was an enormous task and couldn't have been achieved without the office
team's commitment alongside the project group. Bring on the symposium for
2022!
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Deb Mann

Ruth Weinstein

Chris Ling

I have worked on the Marketing and Communications Project Group and the
Symposium Task Group over the last 12 months. I have been involved  in
discussions about the Conference for 2023, trying to develop relationships
with potential sponsors and contributors. As a Committee Member I have
been part of navigating the implications of COVID and the future planning for
REAIE. 

As an elected Study Tour Leader I have been closely involved in discussions
about future International Study Tours, the effect of COVID-19 on them and
how we can begin to safely implement them again in the near future . Working
with the current dedicated Committee Members has been inspiring and a real
honour . 

My interest in the educational project of Reggio Emilia began when I attended
a conference at Melbourne University in 199I.  I felt this ‘new approach’, that I
was hearing about connected with my world view of how we as community
peoples approach learning.

In 2018, I was privileged to join the Learning Teachers’ Project International
Study Tour to Reggio Emilia. I left home feeling I was dreaming, and in a
whirlpool of emotions. Arriving in Reggio Emilia, I found that the experience
with the educators and participants made me feel at home, it was the closest
feeling to being home with mob. 
 
This year I joined the REAIE Committee as the first Aboriginal member.  I
appreciate the opportunity to continue my Reggio journey, learning with and
from the Committee.  I have agreed to take on the co ordination of our
Reconciliatin Action Plan and  I participate in the Marketing and
Communication Project Group and Professional Learning Project Group. I
hope to connect with Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander members in the
future.

Membership of the REAIE Committee has been a high point of my year.  I've
attempted to contribute positively to some of its many projects since taking
up membership in the Committee in July, 2021 in a vacant position.  My first
commitment has been to engage in mentoring in the role of Editor of the
Challenge with patient and wise leadership from Debbie Nicholas.  

Early in 2022 it was apparent that the position of Treasurer was vacant.  For a
short time I have taken on this position with a steep learning curve to
understand how the finances work in REAIE.  This has also involved being a
member of the Executive Team, again a learning curve, and another
opportunity to make a positive contribution.  As the only Queensland resident
member of the current Committee, I look forward to ongoing involvement in
REAIE.  
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Sonia van Hout

Catharine Hydon

This year marks my first on the Committee so it's been a time of listening,
learning asking questions and making contributions where I can. I am
fortunate to be on the Professional Learning Project Group - a group who
work extremely hard to ensure that there is a range of learning
opportunities available that enable members and supporters to deepen
their engagement with the  principles of the educational project of Reggio
Emilia. My experience in this space over the last decade or so has hopefully
been useful.  

This year I have also been able to share my learnings from a Diploma of
Governance I am completing with a scholarship from Our Communities. The
scholarship requires that a community based not-for-profit benefit from the
learnings. I hope to share more of the course with the REAIE Committee to
enhance our governance approaches into the future.  

This year I have been a member of the Marketing and Communications
Project Group and the Professional Learning Group.  My role on the
Marketing Group has been as an observer and to provide a link between this
group and the Professional Learning Group.  

Thank you to the REAIE Staff Team

Enormous thanks to the REAIE staff, Rachel Bailey (Business Manager until
July), Caryn Marks (Office Manager), Michelle Tenace (Finance Officer), Nicole
Harris (Events and Project Officer) and Emma Jensson (Administrative
Assistant) for their work during another COVID affected year. 

As you all probably know, Melbourne was the most locked city in the world
with 246 days living under stay at home orders. However, our office team met
regularly using the Microsoft Teams technology to ensure the smooth
operations of REAIE during this time. We thank them for their hard work,
resilience and adaptability during this difficult time and acknowledge the
significant role they played in keeping REAIE members connected and
informed.



The REAIE Executive Committee is responsible for ensuring that the work of the Business
Development Project Group drives forward. Key objective for this project group is to develop a
sustainable business.

2021 is a significant milestone for Reggio Emilia Australia Information Exchange (REAIE), as the 21st year
of its official status as an incorporated non-profit organisation. As a founding committee member of REAIE
and the 2021 Chairperson, it is my pleasure to account for the hard work and tenacity of both the
employees of the organisation and the volunteer hours of service generously offered by REAIE Committee
Members during another COVID-19 affected financial year.

On behalf of the Executive committee, Cara Mearns (Vice-Chair), and Leanne Mits, (Secretary), I would like
to take this opportunity to look at REAIE through the lens of interdependency; the staff, committee
members, Network Convenors, REAIE members and the contexts in which we exist. The evolution of this
organisation is situated in a complex system of interconnected relationships and exists as a result of
mutual contribution and learning. The interconnectedness of stakeholders generates creativity, enriched
with differing perspectives brought by new staff, committee members and volunteers. 

2021 has been another year of instability and unpredictability. In July 2021, we farewelled the Business
Manager, Rachel Bailey. Rachel worked for REAIE for nearly three years as both an employee and
volunteer. She made an invaluable contribution to the structural organisation of REAIE and fostered and
nurtured relationships with the stakeholders of REAIE.

Committee members who were elected in 2021 were Kirsty Liljegren, Fiona Zinn, Ruth Wallbridge and
Kerrie O'Neill. We also farewelled committee members Jenny Urbano, Sarah Denholm and Jan Millikan. We
thank them for their service and the immense contribution they made to the ongoing evolution of REAIE.

I would like to pay a special mention to Jan Millikan, OAM, who retired from the Committee in 2021. Jan
was the first Director of Reggio Emilia Information Exchange (REIE), as it was known then, and the
visionary thinker who brought the founding Committee together. Jan organised the first Study Tour to
Reggio Emilia in 1992. During this tour, Jan and Mary Featherston met with Loris Malaguzzi to secure the
Hundred Languages of Children Exhibition to visit Melbourne. REAIE study tours are no longer run or
hosted by Jan, but her legacy lives on in these tours and everything associated with REAIE. Jan inspired,
mentored and questioned, and many people felt excited and energised about the educational project of
Reggio Emilia after talking with Jan. Jan mentored many educators and supported conversations and
debates about possibilities for young children in the context of Australia. She was a strong advocate with
leaders and politicians and bureaucrats. We will never forget Jan's vision, and we hope to honour this in
our ongoing work.  

We welcomed Catharine Hydon and Sonia van Hout as Committee Members at the April AGM in 2021. We
later invited two additional committee members, Chris Ling and Deb Mann, Wakka Wakka woman. We
were delighted to welcome them onto the Committee and thank them for the richness that their diverse
experience and subjectivities offer.

A new Executive Committee was elected in 2021, and I would like to thank Ruth Wallbridge, outgoing
Chairperson, for her service in the role over the last nine years. Ruth's dedication to her role was long-
standing, and her leadership was solid and steady. As a continuing general Committee Member, Ruth
supports the organisation's work. I would also like to thank the outgoing Vice-Chairperson, Heather
Conroy for the four years she spent on the Executive. We were delighted that Heather was elected as the
International Network Liaison this year, and Heather continued her strong work ethic on the Research
Symposium Task Group.

REAIE Executive Report
 Kerrie O'Neill - Cara Mearns - Leanne Mits 
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In the book, Ethics and Politics in Early Childhood Education, Peter Moss urges the reader to consider
minor politics. This year REAIE has taken up this suggestion and has made public position statements that
embody the organisation's vision and values in response to significant events. This year we made a
statement in line with National Reconciliation Week, Children's Week and Early Childhood Educator's Day.
In addition, REAIE contributed to the review of the Australian Learning Frameworks, which was well-
received when shared with members. Feedback that encourages us and helps us to critically reflect and
grow is always appreciated.  

Our professional learning has continued to be digitised with new suites of webinars and online
professional learning. Zoom and Teams meetings replaced face-to-face meetings and allowed people to
connect and communicate. Another COVID affected year meant that REAIE could not organise a study tour
to Reggio Emilia, Italy. We hope that these may be able to resume in 2023. 

The Victorian Department  of Education and Training notified REAIE that it was successful in its application
for the School Readiness Menu. REAIE applied to offer a professional learning package on the topic of
inclusion. The package entitled, The Inclusive Community, has been well subscribed, and REAIE hopes to
offer another package in 2023.

Sponsorship and philanthropic grants are essential sources of revenue for not-for-profit organisations,
and REAIE volunteers have spent a significant amount of time this year applying for grants for exciting
initiatives. We hope to share these initiatives with you if they come to fruition.

2021 marked the extraordinary achievement of the 21st birthday of REAIE. It's remarkable, as it was
initially and still is primarily built on the back of many volunteer hours. A 21st birthday denotes a coming
of age, and in many ways, I think REAIE has reached this milestone. Over the years, as a small not-for-
profit organisation, REAIE has matured and become recognised as providing authentic professional
learning that honours the educational project of Reggio Emilia in the Australian context. To celebrate this
milestone, REAIE Committee Members took some time in 2021 to reflect on the organisation's governance
and purpose. An external consultant was engaged, who designed a democratic process to draw together
the many perspectives of Committee Members, past and present, in a simple Purpose Statement that
defines REAIE's purpose: in other words, our reason for being. The resultant statement is,
 

Reimagining children's education for a just society. 

We believe  this statement is resilient, to  withstand cultural, political, and technological change. It is clear
and inclusive, and invites others to think what we believe. 

REAIE Executive Report
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2022 will herald a review of the Constitution, introduce a full suite of governance policies, and celebrate
and utilise the newly developed REAIE purpose statement. At the end of 2021, a COVID-19 Return to Work
Policy was approved and implemented, to support our staff to safely return to the office.

Birthday reunions and events were not possible due to lockdowns. Instead, REAIE decided to invite
members to contribute to a book representing their utopian wishes for future generations of children. The
Wishes for Children Project resulted in a book that will be available for purchase, where proceeds become
donations to Children's Ground, an organisation led by Aboriginal communities. Children's Ground vision
aligns  closely with REAIE's purpose, so we hope REAIE's Members are proud to be supporting this vital
organisation. 

Loris Malaguzzi said, "Perhaps more than a nostalgia for the past, we need nostalgia for the future. Children
that are and the children to come are waiting for us there in the place where nostalgia for the future is capable
of arriving and let us hope that we are there too" (Cagliari et al. 2016, p.423). I would like to take the
opportunity to thank every single person who has contributed to the history and identity of REAIE over the
last 21 years, and I hope we are there in the future, waiting for those children in whose lives, REAIE hopes
to make a difference.

Kerrie O'Neill
Chairperson, 2021.

Reference:  
Cagliari, C. et al.  (2016). Loris Malaguzzi and the Schools of Reggio Emilia:  A selection of his writings and
speeches, 1945-1993. Routledge.

 

REAIE Executive Report
 



The inauguration of a new Atelier, the Language of Gears,
developed in collaboration with the COMER company. This
exhibition is dedicated to understanding ‘mechanical’
languages.
Several digital study groups. An initial Asia Pacific
International Digital study group consisted of 140
participants, reflecting participation from REAIE, REACH
(Singapore), Re Provocations and REANZ in New Zealand.
The digital format offered LIVE encounters with educators
working in the Municipal schools as LIVE Atelier
experiences and received very positive feedback from study
group participants. 
Publication of E-books to further make the writings of
Malaguzzi more accessible.
Diffused exhibitions - celebrations held across the
Municipal infant toddler and preschool outdoor spaces,
making visible a greater emphasis on outdoor learning
spaces. REAIE was excited to participate in the celebrations
held at Balducci Municipal Preschool, sending visual images
to create a totem.

Reggio Children initiatives within the past 12 months include:

 

International Network Liaison Officer
Heather Conroy
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Typically representatives of Reggio Children’s International Network meet each year in Reggio
Emilia. With participants representing more than 30 Network groups from across the world, the
forum supports the strong relationship that network members have with Reggio Children.

With the pandemic in its second year, we have not been able to visit  Reggio Emilia (the last face to
face Network meeting was in February 2020). The capacity of online meetings has however
enhanced not only the frequency of meetings but has also supported constructive collaboration
and dialogue and offered greater insights into ongoing initiatives undertaken in Reggio Emilia. 
 
Online meetings chaired by Claudia Giudici,  then President of Reggio Children, have at times called
together specific regions in respect of different time zones across the globe (e.g. Australia, New
Zealand, Asia). We have also enjoyed gathering in the early hours of the morning to participate in
discussions set to Italian time.  The online forums provide opportunities to listen to and understand
broader perspectives within an international context and also offers opportunities for work being
undertaken within an Australian context to be shared. 
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The initial REAIE Research Symposium, held as a fully online initiative in July 2021, was planned in
collaboration with Reggio Children. Claudia Giudici spoke about the essential nature of research in the
daily lives of the Municipal schools. This was shared (along with a walk through several of the Ateliers
situated in the Loris Malaguzzi International Centre), as a pre-recorded video. Questions from Claudia’s
morning presentation were collated and translated into Italian to support Claudia in responding at the
LIVE evening dialogue. This evening event to celebrate REAIE’s 21 years was attended by more than 100
members. Collaboration towards our next Symposium has already commenced and we look forward to
again inviting the participation of colleagues in Reggio Emilia.
 
International Networks exist as a system, working in collaboration with colleagues in Reggio Children to
defend and diffuse the educational project of Reggio Emilia within their own context. It has been a great
privilege to represent REAIE and to feel so close to colleagues in Reggio Emilia at this time of significant
change. The courage demonstrated by colleagues in Reggio Emilia as they continue their inspirational
journey of innovation and transformation with a clear vision of quality experiences for young children
has been a source of admiration for us all as we navigate teaching and learning in such uncertain times.

Heather Conroy  



The REAIE Professional Learning Project Group is committed to continuing the work of REAIE and
growing the capacity of the organisation to meet the professional learning appetite of our members and
communities. A key objective for this project group in 2021 was to build and broaden our suite of
existing Professional Learning resources in a cohesive strategy that wedded the virtual and online
possibilities with readiness to return to ‘in-person’ PL events at a time that suits the current pandemic
context.

In 2021, the Professional Learning Project Group worked to strategically continue the work begun in
2020 to reimagine the way REAIE created and delivered professional learning initiatives across the
country in a new online landscape. In our second year of navigating the challenges of COVID-19 we were
able to comprehensively recognise and leverage the significance of the online space for Professional
Learning; in a burgeoning on-demand professional learning market. This work has enabled REAIE to
strengthen connections and support educators around Australia and beyond to meet and respond to the
principles of the educational project of Reggio Emilia through Australian interpretations. 

The Online Piazza, born in 2020, was expanded as an enriched space for members and non-members to
interact, learn and grow together. We added to our collection of live and on-demand webinars, blogs,
podcasts and resources for REAIE Networks around the country. Driving the work of the Professional
Learning Project Group in 2021 required strategy, reflexivity, creativity and continued commitment to
forging strong connections between our suite of Professional Learning offerings and the REAIE mission,
vision and values.

During the second half of the year, we enjoyed a collaborative partnership opportunity with our sister
organisation, Reggio Emilia Aotearoa New Zealand (REANZ), to write a series of two webinars for teaching
colleagues in New Zealand. These webinars, viewed on demand via the REANZ website were titled: ‘The
courage to listen differently; hearing and seeing children and the role of the educator in new ways.’In
2021 we also continued our productive partnership with Early Childhood Australia to develop a series of
online learning modules focusing on Australian responses to the Reggio Emilia Approach. In 2021 this
collaboration involved a group of REAIE writers to create and research the fourth module in the existing
ECA Series ‘An Encounter with Reggio Emilia’. As part of this initiative, the REAIE content development
team also created 6 short films to add complementary content for the suite of 4 modules. These exciting
new resources will be available in 2022 (discounted for REAIE members) via the new ECA Learning Hub,
stay tuned for more information soon!

The REAIE Professional Learning Project Group is responsible for ensuring that the work of the
Professional Learning Project Group drives forward. Key objective for this project group is to
develop and implement a professional learning strategy.

Professional Learning Project Group 
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Fiona Zinn 



Supporting our member Networks is also something that is central to our work. To further this connection,
in 2021, the Professional Learning Group produced a set of 10 short videos exploring Australian educators’
perspectives on the principles of Reggio Emilia Approach and how these important tenets of practice have
shaped pedagogy on Australian soil. These videos are available to REAIE Networks for use at Network
meetings.

To add to this collection of new videos, the Professional Learning Project Group developed and edited a
series of 6 video interviews between Jan Millikan and Tizianna Filippini from Reggio Emilia. This very special
series includes interviews that were filmed by agreement with Reggio Children in 2019 during Tiziana’s last
speaking tour in Australia. The interviews and reflective questions are available as a package of 6, and are a
special ‘member-only’ benefit for REAIE Individual Members.

REAIE events across 2021 included two PL workshops, that we were fortunate enough to facilitate in person,
19 webinars delivered as mix of live webinars or on-demand viewing, one virtual workshop, the 2021 REAIE
Inaugural Research Symposium (online conference event), and the first iteration of our new In-depth
Intensive Course: Contexts for Coherent Pedagogy (5 days). 
Our 2021 webinar topics were suited to a wide range of educators, working with babies and early childhood
contexts, all the way through to Primary School. Feedback for our Primary School webinars was particularly
encouraging. 

Our 2021 webinar topics included:

1.     Navigating Participation
2.     Navigating Democracy
3.     Navigating Otherness
4.     Navigating Human Rights
5.     Welcoming Reconciliation within an ELC context
6.     A Reconciliation Action Plan and the Principles of Reggio Emilia
7.     The Pedagogy of Welcome Series
8.     Social Justice Webinar Series 2
9.     An Encounter with Water
10.  An Encounter with Paper
11.  An Encounter with Digital Landscapes
12.  Transforming Leadership
13.  Transforming Understandings of Agency
14.  The poetic languages of sound & movement; listening with all our senses
15.  A Practice that Connects the Personal, Local and Global
16.  Designing schooling from a strong image of the child 
17.  Re-thinking curriculum - constructing curriculum through an overarching research lens
18.  Pedagogical documentation: a political, democratic, cultural and worldly act
19.  Reinventing schooling - creating systems of change

Other work continued the previous year’s remit to reimagine our existing face to face workshops with
refreshed content and new online delivery options and build plans for a further 4 iterations of our 5 day
intensive Contexts for Coherent Pedagogy in 2022. Unfortunately, the planned Melbourne Study Tour had to
be paused, due to COVID lockdowns, and this has been re-scheduled for 2022/23.
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We are exceptionally fortunate to continue to have strong partnership and solidarity with Reggio Children,
and to act as their appointed reference organisation in Australia. 2021 was a challenging year for so many
members of this alliance, we are very grateful to the other invited member groups from different countries
around the globe that are represented in the Reggio Children International Network for their collegiality in
navigating the challenges of the pandemic. This year has allowed us to strengthen these significant
relationships and stand together in times of need. 

We are very grateful to our Business Manager, Rachel Bailey and the REAIE office team for their continued
work supporting and organising these initiatives, to our incredible presenters who have so generously lent
their skills and knowledge to this work and who have supported REAIE in our efforts to sustain and support
the learning of educators from all corners of the country. 

Lastly, and most importantly, thank you to you, the educators and participants who attended our online
webinars, events and sessions, and engaged with the Online Piazza, sending ideas and feedback for our
continual improvement. Without you, we would not have been able to continue this important work, thank
you.
 
Leveraging the lessons learned in 2020, REAIE grew in both capacity and strength in 2021; realising
opportunities that only a few short years ago were sitting on the distant horizon. Our ability to dig deep,
think creatively and navigate a rapidly changing marketplace is a testament to the tireless dedication and
commitment of the REAIE Committee and Staff teams as well as our incredible Network Leaders around the
country, and for this we are truly grateful.

.  
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The REAIE Marketing and Communications Project Group worked throughout 2021 to ensure that the
key objective for the group; to improve marketing and communications and increase REAIE membership,
was worked towards. 
 
The work of the group was again impacted by COVID restrictions and lockdowns. A number of the
group’s objectives were put on hold when face to face contact with members could not be relied upon. 
 Alternative opportunities were devised to ensure that our members had opportunities to access the
benefits of membership and new initiatives were focused upon to enable regular communication with
members. 

Social media became an important avenue for communication for and engagement with both members
and potential members. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn continue to be the main platforms
used, with daily posts that have included advertising online events and resources, quotes to promote
dialogue, and links to Reggio Children initiatives. Increased interaction on social media platforms has led
to new memberships, registrations for events and more traffic on our website. The website continues to
be reviewed and updated, with new material regularly added to the members only section.  Monthly
newsletters have been further developed and continue to be an important form of communication to
our members where initiatives are shared, events advertised, and the important work of the Committee
is outlined. 

The Marketing and Communications group regularly sends out surveys to our members.  REAIE values
the responses as a way to determine a way forward for the organisation. The responses from the past
twelve months have been analysed and used to review and inform both current initiatives and the
develop of new ones.   A small project group will continue this work in 2022 to determine our future
direction and strategies moving forward with a focus on communicating to the membership how REAIE
considers and follows up on responses. 

The Challenge continues to be a valued benefit of membership and is overseen by this project group. 
 2022 will see the introduction of a new Editorial Board under the leadership of Christine Ling, with
myself and Heather Conroy in supporting roles. Chris Celada and Pam Andrew will step down from their
roles on the Editorial Board after many years of input into this role.  We thank Chris and Pam for their
continued support and dedication in ensuring that the Challenge has developed into the quality
publication we see today. 

A review of membership benefits will see the introduction of additional membership tiers in 2022,
including the addition of the option of a digital Challenge membership. REAIE is mindful of the impact
that the print production leaves on our environment and have been looking at ways we can reduce our
footprint.  Members will have the option of a digital version of the Challenge in the future. The process of
the development of a digital Challenge has also allowed us to consider developing other e-publications
that could be offered to our members in the future.

This group is not able to function without the support of the REAIE Office Staff.  Many of the actions
occur from the office and sit within their role.  We thank them all for their continued assistance. 

We look forward to continuing this work with the Project Group in 2022 as we work together to devise
and implement strategies for providing membership benefits and communication.

Marketing and Communications Project Group  

The REAIE Marketing and Communications Project Group is responsible for ensuring that the work
of the Marketing and Communications Project Group drives forward. The key objective for this
Project Group is to improve marketing and communications and increase REAIE membership.
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REAIE Networks

REAIE is proud to have active Network Groups throughout Australia, providing opportunities for
members to connect locally, for professional collaborations and learning. Networks provide a forum for
discussion, debate and research for pedagogical practice within Australian educational settings in
response to the provocations of the educational project of Reggio Emilia.

In 2021 some Networks met online, to continue their work and collaborations with members locally,
while some Networks, understandably, paused during the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

On behalf of REAIE we met with Network Convenors online, each quarter, to share updates and news
about the work of REAIE and for Convenors to share news of their respective Network Group. Ideas,
possibilities and tips were shared, along with support and understanding of different circumstances. It
was a pleasure to regularly meet with and support those leading and guiding Network Groups. 

“Participation generates and nurtures the feelings and culture of solidarity, responsibility and inclusion; it
produces change and new cultures that contend with the dimension of the contemporary world and
globalisation” (ICPIMRE, 2010, p.11).

Meetings with Network Group Convenors served as an excellent resource for feedback, directly from
members, about REAIE events, particularly those new to the REAIE ‘menu’ of offerings, particularly online
events. 

It was of no surprise that meetings were also a space for discussions about the implications of the
COVID-19 pandemic experienced by some Network Groups, with ideas shared about ways to move
forward with group meetings, either online and/or face-to-face, when possible. 

The strong sense of compassion, understanding and collegiality in these meetings was evident and
helpful. Thank you to all REAIE Network Convenors for their energy, time and valued contributions,
ensuring REAIE Members can be supported locally. 

Reference:

Infant-toddler Centres and Preschools Istituzione of the Municipality of Reggio Emilia [ICPIMRE] (2010).
Indications: Preschools and Infant-Toddler Centres of the Municipality of Reggio Emilia. Reggio Emilia: Infant-
toddler Centres and Preschools Istituzione of the Municipality of Reggio Emilia.

 

Leanne Mits, Fiona Zinn, Kerrie O'Neill



Brisbane Research Group                                         - Letitia Harvey.
Gold Coast Reggio Network                                     - Karen Humphreys.
Capricorn Coast  Reggio Network                          - Marion Hayes.

Northern Rivers NSW Network Group                 - Wendy Boyd & Shauna McIntyre.
Inner West Sydney Network Group                       - Emma Cullen & Deborah Garrett.
REsearch Conversations                                           - Jessica Rix & Paula  West.
Eastern Suburbs Reggio Provocation Group       - Nicole Johnson, Cathy Milwidsky,
                                                                                           Samantha Mott & Ruth Weinstein.

Canberra District Network                                      - Subhadra Chapman & Tanya Stevenson.

The Peninsula Network Group                               - Pat Barbieri.
The Ballarat Network Group                                  - Koren Naylor.
Melbourne Network Group                                    - Masud Ahmmed, Joanne Dowling, 
                                                                                          Sally-Anne Polson & Tonii Tran.

Tasmanian REsearch Network                               - Kate Newton.

Adelaide Network Group                                         - Holly Baulderstone.
Limestone coast                                                         - Sally Gower.

Perth Reggio Network Group                                  - Suzanne Bushby & Rebecca Duncan.
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REAIE Networks
REAIE infrastructure is supported by REAIE networks. REAIE would like to extend a
special thank you to all Network Convenors and Co-Convenors and Members for their
hard work and enthusiasm in supporting the vision, mission and values of the
organisation. REAIE values their dedication and support. There are currently 15 REAIE
Networks supporting the work of REAIE across Australia:

2021 Network Convenors

I

Melbourne Network Group Report 2021
The best laid plans for the Melbourne Conveners in 2021 did not come to fruition with continued
changes to restrictions and lock downs.  However, two meetings were adapted to provide connection
through an online platform with support from REAIE.

Our first meeting provided insight into the ways in which Progettazione is being considered at Starfish
Early Learning Centres. Tonii Tran and her team have been working with Kerrie O’Neill to embed this
principle across all age groups at their children’s centres. The meeting provided participants with a
virtual tour of the centre followed by a presentation of the process staff and children have been
undertaking. The presentation was inspiring and I am sure that the team at Starfish Early Learning
Centres felt our gratitude.



 
I do not think that any of us entered 2021 expecting to encounter the same challenges that we faced
locally and further afield in 2020. Having restrictions ease for the Christmas/New Year period, we were
looking forward with enthusiasm and hope for an uninterrupted year of exploring the many possibilities
of learning with, and from one another. The COVID-19 pandemic has proven difficult for everyone, and
whilst we all hoped it would be a story of the distant past, the reality is that it has continued to challenge
us. 

A small survey was issued to participants at the end of 2020 to gauge their interest and willingness to be
involved in the Ballarat Network and Discussion Group and to tailor our gatherings accordingly.
Responses were positive and with this feedback in mind, meetings were scheduled for the following
dates in 2021: 

Tuesday 2 March 5:30 – 7:00pm
Thursday 20 May 5:30 – 7:00pm 
Tuesday 10 August 5:30 – 7:00pm 
Thursday 28 October 5:30 – 7:00pm

The first meeting took place on Zoom. It was very well attended and some robust discussion and
thinking took place. Many existing members were in attendance, and we welcomed some new people to
the group. As a group we decided to use the principles of Reggio Emilia as outlined in the publication
‘Indications’ to guide our discussions, in addition to a regular wellbeing check-in and an online piazza,
where participants could share examples of practice. This gave me hope for what was to come.
Unfortunately, ongoing lockdowns and restrictions hampered our plans and meetings were a bit hit and
miss for the remainder of the year.

We look forward to regrouping in 2022, strengthening our membership and providing a place of
encounter for current and emerging educators and leaders to:
·       engage in a shared narrative
·       increase appreciation and understanding of the Reggio Emilia Approach
·       reflect on professional practice and increase professional capacity
·       share points of view and consider alternative perspectives, discourses and pedagogies
·       engage in sustained shared thinking
·       think about, wonder, discuss, research and implement desirable ideas and visions and what needs
to occur to make these happen.

Koren Naylor
Network Convenor 
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Ballarat Network and Discussion Group Report 2021

Our second and final meeting for the year focused on End of Year celebrations. This topic and discussion
which unfolded was inspired by; Transforming End of Year Celebrations (REAIE Blogs, Volume 3, No. 1).
During this meeting, convenor committee members shared different ways in which they have celebrated
this important transition both in person and the virtual landscape. We were pleased with the attendance
for this meeting and the eagerness shown for continued connection and reflection with the Melbourne
Network Group.

We were inspired by other network groups from around Australia and the way in which they have been
exploring a selected principle of the Reggio Emilia Approach. In 2022 we hope to provide a supportive,
reflective and accessible group where we can challenge each other through our understandings… and
hopefully meet in person.

Sally-Anne Polson on behalf of the Melbourne Convenors Network Group.

Melbourne Network Group Report 2021 continued...
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Perth Network Report 2021 

In 1960, Perth was dubbed the ‘City of Light’ when its residents turned on their lights to welcome
astronaut John Glenn as he passed over the city as he orbited Earth.  With its long summer days, Perth is
also known for its natural light. But what do we know of light, this phenomenon crucial for our very
existence? How might we get to know light better? What might paying attention to light set in motion?

We embarked on a collective project to explore the possibilities of light in our pedagogical contexts in
Perth. We were scheduled to meet 29 June for our first Perth Network Meeting but this was rescheduled
due to a COVID-19 Lockdown. A date in August was set.
We came together in person three times:

In the first session, Tuesday 10 August, a panel of teachers and researchers who created the ‘Digital
Investigations Atelier’ for the 2019 REAIE conference shared their experience of creating an atelier
designed to explore possibilities of digital light with a short video and photos. The participants were
offered the opportunity to experiment with some of the materials and technology used in a Digital
Atelier that was setup in a classroom. There was time for questions such as where to acquire old and
new technologies and space. They were then invited to return to their own pedagogical settings to
further explore light as an active participant in their classrooms and centres. The panel consisted of Dr.
Jane Merewether, Dr. Stefania Giamminuti, Suzanne Bushby, Rebecca Duncan, Katie Pitchford, Sarah
Briotti, Kristy McFarlane, Clare Griffin and Lydia Thompson.
22 Participants registered

In the second session, Tuesday 7 September, Dr. Jane Merewether and Dr. Stefania Giamminuti lead a
discussion about the possibilities of ateliers as places of pedagogical transformation. The participants
were shown the PowerPoint presentation of their talk from the 2021 REAIE Research Symposium. There
was time for questions afterwards and another visit to the Digital Atelier that was set up in the
classroom.
27 Participants registered

In the third session, Tuesday 9 November, we came back together to discuss each centre’s ‘encounters
with light’ documentation and research over the past few months and considered different ways that
these conversations could be presented to their community. For example, a banner, an article for the
Challenge journal, or a presentation. Several educators working with different age groups of children
shared their documentation with videos, PowerPoint presentations and photos. Resources were
discussed: what they had used, what they found rewarding and challenging, and where to next.
 13 Participants registered 
 

Rebecca Duncan and Suzanne Bushby
Perth Network Convenors 



REAIE Life Members
Criteria: Life Membership is awarded at the discretion of the REIAE Committee and considered when
an outstanding commitment for a period of not less than 10 years of commitment is given to REAIE
and the nominee has made a significant contribution’ to all points of the REAIE Vision.
 
· Jan Millikan, OAM    · Mary Featherston, AM     · Pam Andrew  
·Chris Celada   · Margo Hobba 

REAIE Honorary Members
Criteria: Honorary Membership can be nominated and seconded by any member of REAIE with the
nomination presented to the REAIE Committee for consideration. Honorary Membership will be
considered when significant contribution is made towards two or more points of the REAIE Mission,
over a period of not less than 5 years. Honorary Members can be re-nominated at the end of the five
years of membership benefits. 

 ·Alma Fleet    ·Diane Bourke    ·Karen Szydlik    ·Julie Hertz    ·Karin Morrison    ·Janet Robertson
 ·Judy McKinty    ·Avis Ridgway    ·Mary Mauger    ·Daphne Gaddie    ·Robbie Cutts 
 ·Helene Oberman    ·Jane Merewether    ·Libby Cumming    ·Sheryle Yorston

REAIE Invited Members
Criteria: A person/organisation deemed by REAIE Executive Committee to have a significant advocacy
role on behalf of REAIE. This membership is reviewed annually. 

· Professor Frank Oberklaid   · Professor Mark Rose   · Dr. Lester-Irabinna Rigney

Acknowledgements
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Financial Reports
The following pages contain the financial report for the period 1st January 2021 to 31st December

2021. 

For any questions relating to the financial reports please contact Michelle Tenace, REAIE Finance

Officer: michelle@reggioaustralia.org.au 



Finance Report 2021
Michelle Tenace,Finance Co ordinator in

collaboration with Executive 
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Reggio Emilia Australia Information Exchange (REAIE) as an organisation strives to provide members
with the best possible outcomes and we thank our membership for their continued support. 

Throughout 2021 REAIE has again been challenged financially by the impact of the ongoing
restrictions resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Financial results for the organisation saw a year-
to-date loss of $32,404. This position included Government support by way of JobKeeper, Victorian
Government assistance and rental subsidies for part of the year. 

The global pandemic has presented REAIE with a range of challenges, one of which is the impact on
our Professional Learning program. REAIE’s Biennial Conference is postponed to 2023 and
international study tours were again unable to run in 2021.  
 
Whilst the capacity to deliver face-to-face Professional Learning was severely restricted by continual
lockdowns and interstate border restrictions, REAIE is incredibly proud of the successful programs and
new initiatives we were able to deliver. 

During 2021 REAIE successfully launched the Context for Coherent Pedagogy program in Melbourne.
This program was designed to defend the dynamic evolution and coherency of the educational project
of Reggio Emilia in the Australian context.  REAIE is looking forward to delivering this professional
learning throughout other parts of Australia in 2022. 

REAIE’s inaugural 2021 Research Symposium titled Landscapes of relationships: inspiration, exchange
and dialogue,also proved to be a resounding success. This event saw many speakers both local and
internationally share their research online.

We have continued to develop a suite of online webinars providing a mix of live and prerecorded
opportunities, as well as providing tailored professional learning to organizations both online and face
to face when permitted.

It should be noted that the role of Treasurer for the majority of the 2021 year remained vacant with
Executive members absorbing the role and its responsibilities.  A tremendous amount of work has
been performed to ensure the organisation continues to review both annual and individual project
budgets, forecast results and expenditure line items to ensure the organisation's long-term financial
viability. 
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REAIE would like to thank everyone who helped co-construct this annual report.


